
Franco Cóndor 
Computer Engineering 

franco.condor.urp@gmail.com 

+51941400584 

linkedin.com/in/francocondor 

7+ years of experience in building high-impact applications and solutions. I've held roles in both backend and frontend development, and I've had
the honor of leading technical teams on challenging projects 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Backend Developer & Tech Leader 
El depa de Rocko 
07/2022 - Presente,  Lima, Perú 

Directing the creation and implementation of technological solutions for the
web system of an innovative Peruvian startup specialized in the rental of pet-
friendly apartments. My focus was on designing and programming the
fundamental functionalities of the backend, ensuring the efficiency, scalability
and security of the system. 

Work closely with a multidisciplinary team, from designers to user experience
specialists. 

Fullstack Developer 
Bitel Perú 
01/2020 - 03/2022,  Lima, Perú 

Leader of programming projects in the Digital Business area, I assumed
responsibility for both backend and frontend development. 

My role involved supervising and actively contributing to the creation of
fundamental systems for our operations, including outstanding projects such as
Speedtest, Web Recargas and Ecommerce 

Fullstack Developer 
Municipalidad de Bellavista 
01/2019 - 12/2019,  Lima, Perú 

Responsible for the requirements in the internal maintenance system and the
intranet of the municipality. 

Android & Backend Developer 
Coderstrike soluciones 
01/2018 - 12/2018,  Lima, Perú 

In charge of programming technological solutions for mobile devices and web
platforms. During this process, I implemented the required functionalities and
performed quality tests. 

Backend Developer & Tech Leader 
Softhy 
05/2016 - 12/2017,  Lima, Perú 

Responsible for designing and programming an educational management
system that included the modules of Registration, Events, Collections and
Evaluations. My job was to lead the development team, define the system
requirements, design the architecture and the database. 

EDUCATION 

Graduated in Computer Engineering 
Universidad Ricardo palma 
08/2013 - 12/2019,  Lima, Perú 

SKILLS 

Javascript (Node, Typescript, JQuery) 

PHP (Laravel, Eloquent, Livewire) 

Java (Spring Boot, JWT, JUnit) 

Android Aplications (Java, Android Studio) 

Herramientas de gestión (Notion, Jira, Trello) 

Bases de datos (PostgreSQL, MySQL, SQL,
MongoDB) 

Control de Versiones (Git, GitHub, Gitlab) 

Arquitecturas (Arq. Hexagonal, Clean
Architecture,) 

Python (pandas, matplotlib, seaborn) 

ORGANIZATIONS 

Coditec (Comunidad de Difusión de
Tecnología) (2018 - Presente) 
Enseñar sobre diversos cursos de programación 

LANGUAGES 

English 
Professional Working Proficiency 

Spanish 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Technology Sports Traveling 

AI Gaming Languages 

Networking 
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